WNC Graduates Largest Class in College’s History
College Hosts First Multi-Faith Baccalaureate Service
For the fourth consecutive year, the number of students earning degrees and certificates at WNC has grown. The class of 2013 is 505 students strong with 530 degrees or certificates awarded. WNC also hosted its first multi-faith baccalaureate service, which offered blessings to the graduates, song and dance. Read More.

Register Now for Fall Classes
Financial Aid deadline approaching
Registration is under way fall classes. Enroll early to ensure a seat in desired classes. Additionally, Monday, July 1 is the deadline to apply for financial assistance in time for funding to be issued by the payment deadlines. After this date, students may still apply for financial aid, but to avoid being dropped from classes, they will be responsible for paying class fees before the payment deadlines, until awarded financial aid is available.
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